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ABSTRACT 
A minicomputer control system was developed for a two-axis machine tool lathe. One of the 
principal objectives of this project was to drive the axes' motors via open-loop control with 
a positioning resolution of 25 microinches. 
Two methods for driving the axes' motors were developed. Initially, a combination 
hardware-software method was used for generating command pulses. Aluminum hemishells 
and tensile specimens were machined to specifications with this control technique. However, 
a rapid, traverse speed limitation due to the software addition time of the hardware-software 
adder was discovered. In order to increase the maximum slide velocity, a pure hardware 
adder was developed. The maximum rapid traverse rate was increased to 15 inches per 
minute (ipm). Both techniques offer equivalent machining quality. 
By eliminating the software addition required by the hardwaresoftware adder technique, 
the amount of computer time consumed in the control process is greatly reduced. As a 
result of the increase in duty-free computer time, a multimachine control system seems to 
be very feasible. 
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SUMMARY 
An open-loop control system using a minicomputer was installed on a two-axis tool lathe. 
The objectives of this project were: ( I )  to attain an optimum marriage between control 
hardware and software; (2) to use the standard EIA RS-274-B numerical control tape service 
available; (3) to provide the normal numerical control functions while mach'ining from data 
stored i n  core memory rather than on tape, and (4) to drive the axes' motors via open-loop 
control with a positioning resolution of 25 microinches. 
Two methods for driving the axes' motors were developed. Initially, a combination . . 
hardware-software method was used for generating command pulses. Aluminum hemishells 
and tensile specimens were machined to specifications with this control technique. However, 
a rapid, traverse speed limitation due to the software addition time of the hardware-software 
adder was discovered. In order to increase the maximum slide velocity, a pure hardware 
adder was developed. The maximum rapid traverse rate was increased to 15 inches per 
minute (ipm). Both techniques offer equivalent machining quality. 
Gear modifications were made to obtain a positioning resolution of 25 microinches. The 
drive mechanism consisted of an electrohydraulic pulse motor for both the X and Y axes. A 
digital differential analyzer (DDA) was used to generate a pulse train which was fed to. the 
pulse motors. Each input pulse resulted in a 25-microinch movement on the X or Y slide. 
Standard EIA RS-274-B numerical control tape service was provided for the system. Each 
tape is  converted from the EIA format into a binary data table format which is  more easily 
utilized by the minicomputer. The binary part description data are stored on a 
magnetic-tape cartridge unit and can be loaded into core memory when needed. The manual 
control features. developed for this system are equivalent to those found on most industrial 
numerically controlled machines. 
The following is an itemized listing of the findings and recommendations for this project: 
1. A hardware-software DDA was proven to be feasible for machine control as borne out by * 
production results. 
2. Rapid traverse speed limitations were found due to the software addition time associated 
with hardware-software DDA. 
3. A pure hardware DDA was designed to improve maximum slide velocity. 
4. Software was written for the conversion of an EIA data tape to a binary format thus 
providing standard EIA RS-274-6 numerically controlled tape service. 
5. A magnetic tape cartridge unit was installed and found to be practical in a production 
environment for storage of part description data and the control program. 
6. Based on .the required central processor unit (CPU) time for one tool, multimachine 
control using the hardware DDA seems very feasible. 
7. Specimens of aluminum, steel, stainless steel, and tungsten to be used for material 
properties determination were machined to specifications. Four-inch-diameter 
hemispheres were machined with a true-radius deviation of 50 microinches. 
INTRODUCTION 
A machinetool control system employing a small computer as the control element was 
installed on a two-axis lathe. Due to the success of this development, another two-axis lathe 
was chosen as the next candidate to incorporate an open-loop control system using a 
minicomputer. The concept of open-loop control for a machining process is .fairly new in 
the United States. One of the main objectives of this development project was to determine 
the practicality of using open-loop control as opposed to the conventional numerically 
controlled (NC), closed-loop control scheme. Electrohydraulic pulse motors driven with a 
pulse train generated by a digital differential analyzer (DDA) provide the means for axis 
movement. The small computer interfaced' to the machine tool serves as the system 
controller. 
Initially, the UUA consisted of a comblnarlon hardware/sur~ware desiy~~. Wills the 
installation of this system, a limitation was found in the time required to generate successive 
command pulses. Approximately 12U microseconds, minimum, is requlrecl by rhe cornpurer 
software for addition. As a worst case, two additions are required to generate one command 
pulse, resulting in a maximum slide velocity of six inches per minute (ipm). 
To eliminate this pulserate .restriction, a pure hardware DDA was designed. The time per 
addition was reduced from 120 to 10 microseconds. The maximum ipm rate i s  now 
determined by the response time of the electrohydraulic pulse motors. 
Standard EIA RS-274-B NC part description tape data are converted to a binary format by 
the minicomputer software and stored in core memory. Control software acts upon the 
stored-part description data to perform the desired machine functions and to generate the 
defined X and Y axes movements. 
LATHE MACHINE TOOL CONTROL 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
A block diagram of the computer-controlled two-axis lathe is  given in Figure 1, and a 
pictorial of the &stern in Figure 2. Axis-movement pulses can be generated manually from 
the incremental feed logic or from the manual position logic. The minicomputer controls 
the rate and number of movement pulses generated by the DDA. Both the manual and DDA 
command pulses are fed into the accelerator/decelerator circuitry to prevent extreme 
transitions in the pulse rate from reaching the electrohydraulic pulse motors. A view of the 
pulse motors is provided in Figure 3. For sharp discontinuities in the pulse rate;pulses are 
held or temporarily stored in a 12-bit counter. As the pulse rate stabilizes, the pulses 
withheld are transmitted to the motors. Additional computer-controlled functions consist of 
spindle-speed control, turret select, and the execution of miscellaneous and preparatory 
code control functions. 
To initiate the fabrication cycle, a part description tape is automatically loaded into the 
computer via a cartridge magnetic tape unit, shown in Figure 4, prior to a machining 
operation. The procedure for loading and storing tape data in core memory from the 
cartridge tape unit is explained in Appendix A. Standard NC tape service i s  provided for the 
system. The conversion process involved in changing an EIA tape to the miriicomputer 
binary .format is described in Appendix B. 
Part description data are stacked in a block seen in Figure 5, with a variable length since N, 
S, M, G, and T are not always present. If both M and G are not required, the block length is 
only six instead of seven words. By storing binary data instead of the EIA formatted data, 
the core memory required is cut by one half. The CLKSTR word defines the amount of 
lime allowed for tool travel corresponding to the given X and Y distance values. 
HARDWAREISOFTWARE ADDER 
Initially, the design concept for the DDA consisted of a combination hardwarelsoftware 
approach. An adder-technique block diagram which combines computer software and 
external hardware i s  given in Figure 6. Initially, X and Y distance values are loaded into 
Software Registers C and D. The CLKSTR value i s  then loaded into the Hardware Register 
A which is automatically loaded into Register B. The clock pulses count the B register into 
an overflow condition which initiates an add interrupt to the computer. 
The X and Y pulse trains are generated by the hybrid DDA approach, with the add rate 
controlled by external hardware and the digital integration performed by software. Registers 
C and O are shifted left to minimize the number of additions and simplify detection of the 
end of a block. With each add interrupt that is generated by the overflow condition of 
Register B, Register D is  added to Sum Y, and Register C to Sum X. After each addition, an 
X and Y overflow condition i s  checked. If the previous add resulted in an overflow for X or 
Y, a motor pulse is generated. The addition process is complete for a specific block when 
the marker bit i s  in the left-most position followed by all zeros in the Sum X and Sum Y 
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Figure 1. COMPONENTS OF THE COMPUTERCONTROLLED TWO-AXIS LATHE. 
reg i s te rs .  T h e  n u m b e r  of X a n d  Y m o v e m e n t  p u l s e s  g e n e r a t e d  c o r r e s p o n d  d i r e c t l y  to t h e  
n u m b e r  l o a d e d  into t h e  C a n d  D reg i s te rs .  
Figure 2. COMPW-ERCONTROLLED TWO-AXIS LATHE. 
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Fiyure 4. SYSTEM CONTROL UNIT. 
Figure I. PART DESCRIPTION DATA STORAGE FORMAT. 
1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 1  
N S M G T  CLKSTR (1 1 bits) 
I 
S = Spindle Speed 
N = Sequence Number 
i: Y Distance G = Preparatory Function 
Y Distance X Distance 
M = Miscellaneous Code 
T = Turret Position 
+ - X Distance Block 
Length 
T ( l  BCD) S(3 BCD) 
N(3 BCD) 
M(2 BCD) 1 G(2 BCD) 
The magnitude of the CLKSTR 1 
number determines the rate at 
which add-interrupt signals are 
generated. The time consumed in 
the software addition routine (see 
flow diagram in Figure 7) must be 
less than the time between succes- 
sive interrupt signals. The software 
addition time was experimentally 
determined to be 120 micro- 
seconds. Therefore, the smallest 
Register A CLKSTR 
absolute CLKSTR value would be 
12 (1Ck~ec clock pulse). This 
time element results in a maxi- 
mum pulse rate of 8,000 pulses 
per second or a machining ratc of 
12 ipm. Initially, this value was 
thought to be sufficient for all 
machining requirements and suit- 1 
able for rapid traverse also. If  a I X 
command pulse were generated I  I 
for each software addition, then I To Accelerator I I 
the maximum machining rate L -,,,---,, - - --------------- J 
would be 12 ipm. As shown in Figure 6. HARDWARE~FTWARE DIGITAL DIFFERENTIAL 
Figure 8, a command pulse is ANAL"ER- 
generated for every addition ex- 
cept the first for a distance value of (01 11). For a distance value of (0101), a command 
pulse requires 240 microseconds or two software additions before  kin^ g~nerated. As a 
result, the maximum contouring rate is reduced by a factor of two, to 6 ipm. This speed 
imposes a limitation on the maximum traverse rate and possibly restricts some machine-twl 
cutting speeds 
HARDWARE ADDER 
In an effort to eliminate the restrictions imposed by the hardwarelsoftware adder, the pure 
hardware DDA, shown in Figure 9, was designed. The time per addition is reduced from 120 
to  approximately 10 microseconds. The maximum ipm rate is now limited by the maximum 
electrohydraulic pulse motor speed which is 10.3 kpps or 15 ipm. The addition technique 
for generating command pulses is the same as that described for the hardwarelsoftware 
adder. 
Addition is performed serially by a two-bit binary full adder. This hardware-addition process 
replaces the software addition of the 24-bit distance register to the 24-bit sum register. The 
CLKSTR register, after being loaded by the computer, is counted to an overflow condition, 
generating a train of 24 pulses which shift the contents of the distance register and the sum 
register into the binary full adder. The time interval between the 24-bit serial addition is 
determined by the CLKSTR value. The adder output is serially loaded into the sum register 
and also is used to drive the command pulses in conjunction with the T24 pulse. 
MANUAL CONTROL FUNCTIONS 
The hardware and software r e  
quirements for the system can be 
divided into two parts: one is the 
manual machine control package 
and the other is the on-line 
computer control. The manual 
machine control features are: 
1. Fwdrate Override - This fea- 
ture provided a manual control 
over the system clock. X and Y 
movement pulses are generated 
at a rate mutually dependent 
upon the clock frequency. 
Thus by varying the clock 
frequency, the tool velocity 
can be changed during machin- 
ing, but not the tool path. 
2. Sequence Number - Various 
segments in the machining 
process are given a sequence 
number. If the operator desires 
to begin cutting at a particular 
location, the correct sequence 
number is loaded into a set of 
Load X and Y 
Distance Regieers 
thumbwheel switches, and an Figure7. FLOW DIAGRAM FOR THE DIGITAL DIFFERENTIAL 
"initiate" button is actuated. ANALYZER SOFTWARE. 
The computer then resumes 
the cutting cycle at the 
proper location. 
3. Incremental Feed - A spe- 
Distance Register 
cific number of X or Y 
movement pulses can be 1 1 1  Sum After First ~ d d  1  0  1  
generated from the con- 
1 1 1  1 0 1  
trol panel, thus providing 
s method for manually Second 0 1  0  
positioning the X or Y 1 0 1  
slides. These pulscs are 
generated at a constant 1 0  1 Third Add 1 1 1  
clock frequency of 1.8 1 0 1  
KHz. 
1 0 0 0  Fwnh Add 1 0 0 0  
4. Single-Block Option - This Command Pulses 
feature enables the Opera- Figure 8. DIGITAL DIFFERENTIAL ANALYZER BINARY ADDITION. 
tor to  machine in a continuous mode I MiR- or in a block-by-block fashion. With + 1 
the single-block option enabled, a halt 
occurs after each block has been 
machined. The "continue" button Our(low Add b m d  
must be actuated to begin the next L -, PulaeTnin - 1. 
block.  ana am or I .  I C 
(TI-T24) 
5. Load Address, Start, and Contin- 1 Clock 
ue - These features provide remote 
control for the computer console, thus clock 
eliminating the need for any manipula- 
tion of the computer keyboard. 
0. Ma~~ual  Pusilior~ Control - Eirher a 
single-movement pulse or a continuous 
train of X or Y movement pulses can 
be generated. This feature is similar to 
the incremental feed except for i ts 
generation of a specific number of 
pulses at a constant frequency rate. commrnd ~omrmnd 
,, i i  -;,.! ,;48m:,a Yulm Out X Pulse Out Y 
7. Clock Start and Stop - A manual Figura S.HARDWARL DIGITAL DIFFERENTIAL A N A  
on/off switch for the clock is provided. LYzER- 
This feature permits the operator to 
stop the machining process without 
stopping the computer. 
8. Manual Auto Switch - Pulses generated by the computer and those generated from the 
manual control package cannot be simultaneously applied to the hydraulic pulse motors. 
These manual control features are shown in Figure 10. 
RESULTS 
Specimens for material-properties tests of aluminum, steel, stainless steel, and tungsten were 
machined within specifications. In comparing the computerized machine tool with manually 
operated machines, a factor of about three in time savings is realized. Due to the toughness 
of the mainless steel and tungsten specimens, one cutting tool was used for machining the 
roughing cuts on twelve specimens and another tool was used for the finishing cuts. This 
machining procedure resulted in a 50 percent increase in tool life. In addition to the 
tensiletest specimens, four-inch-diameter hemispheres were machined with a true radius 
deviation of 50 microinches. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Replacing the hardwarelsoftware DDA wlrn me pure hardware DDA resultea In a 
considerable increase in unused computer CPU time. After the distance and CLKSTR 
registers have been loaded, the computer enters a WAIT cycle and remains in the WAIT 
cycle until the blockcompletion signal is generated. The possibility of controlling more than 
U I I ~ !  r ~ ~ a c t ~ i r l t :  lool using the hardware DBA approach sems favorable. 
Converting EIA part description data to a binary format results in approximately a 50 
percent savings in corestorage requirements. Machining from data stored in core memory 
rather than on Mylar tape also eliminates the possibility of tape-reader error. Using the 
minicomputer as the system controller, permits certain adaptive control features to be 
incorporated into the system in the future. If  the backlash for the slides can be determined 
and remains constant, it can be eliminated by means of software techniques. Detecting a 
sign change for any axis and inserting the required number of movement pulses would 
reduce the effective backlash to within the pulse resolution of the system. Manual-control 
functions provided for the system are basically the same as those found on commercially 
available NC systems, thus reducing the amount of time required to train an operator. 
One of the primary objectives of this project was to determine the feasibility of controlling 
a machine tool with open-loop control compared with the conventional closed-loop NC 
system. Basing a conclusion on the overall performance of this system and the accuracy of 
the parts machined, open-loop control is at least as good as closed-loop control. 
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APPENDIX A 
SOFTWARE FOR CONVERTING AN EIA RS-274-B TAPE TO A MINICOMPUTER 
BINARY FORMAT 
Introduction 
This software performs the conversion of an EIA RS-274-B tape to a binary data table 
format suitable for the minicomputer. Each data block of the EIA tape is converted into a 
variable-length (4 to 7 words, as shown in Figure 1) 16-bit word data block. 
Operation 
Operation procedure for generating a binary data tape is as follows: 
1. Insert Cartridge Tape 2 into the read station of the cartridge-tape unit. 
2. Select line number one. 
3. Press the "load-tape" button. 
4. Place the EIA tape in the tape reader of the teletypewriter. Set the teletypewriter control 
to ON LINE and the tape punch control to ON. 
5. After the EIA conversion program has 
been loaded trom the cartridge tape, set 
the computer console switch register to 
000200 and depress the "load add" and 
"start" buttons. The converted E I A tape 
will then be punched onto paper tape by 
the teletypewriter. 
Table A-1 lists the memory allocations of 
software for converting an E IA RS-274-B tape 
to a minicomputer binary format. 
Table A-1 
MEMORY ALLOCATION OF SOFTWARE FOR 
CONVERTING AN EIA RS-274-B 
TAPE TO A MINICOMPUTER 
BINARY FORMAT 
Location Function 
000200-001 440 Initialization and Character 
Store Routlne 
Data Convert Routine 
001 660-002652 
. - 
Data Output Routine - -., 
Subsection Descriptions 
Title - I nitialization and Character Store Routine 
Location - 000200-001 440 
Purpose - E IA characters are stored in block format as r.ead by the teletypewriter 
Description - The EIA tape is loaded into the reader station of the high-speed tape reader. 
The leader preceding the EIA data should be placed over the read head. No data are stored 
until a rewind stop code is detected, after which the first data block is stored. When an 
end-of-block code is detected, the data just stored ,is converted to the binary format for the 
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Read 
1 Read Store i Next F Data . Character 
Read . 
Yes - Store 
b- Next 
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Read 
L Neh 1 
; Character 
Read 
Store -- Next 
M Data Character 
8 1 -  Clear 
L JMP Character 






Title - Data Convert Routine 
Location - (1 442-1 6561, (2654-5422) 
Purpose- Data stored from the previous EIA block are converted to a binary format and 
stored in a variable-length block starting in Location 3000. 
Description - T, S, N, M I  and G functions are of fixed length and can be converted to a BCD 
value and stored without much difficulty. X, Y, and F functions are of variable length and 
require certain arithmetic operations before the binary values can be stored. X and Y 
. distance values must be divided by 25 to obtain the number of 25-microinch pulses needed 
for a specified movement. The CLKSTR value is calculated from the feedrate number, F, 
and the longest distance moved on the X or Y slide. 
N is  the number of bits of the larger X or Y binary value. The constant "8" is  derived from 
the 8-microsecond clock period of the hardware adder. 
. = 1442 
End of Block 
(CR) Code Detected 
CKSRFX 







\Sex? / for Sequence 
Nurnbor 
CKSRFX 
Rotate X and Y 
One Position Left 
and Insert Marked 
R 
Ratatc X ond Y 
No One P~sit ion 
-A. I yes 
T o  
- I I Y Voluc I 
BCb ldurnbers 
for G Code 
JMP Datout A
Calculate 47 
Value I cLK37R 
Title - Data Output Routine 
Location - 1660-2652 
Purpose - As each EIA block is  converted to a binary block, the data are outputted Via the 
teletypewriter punch. 
Description - After the rewind stop code. is detected a t  the beginning of the EIA tape, one 
block of data is stored. when the end of block code (CR) is  detected, indicating an end of 
the current EIA block, the data are converted to a binary format. Upon completion of the 
conversion process, the data are outputted by the teletypewriter punch. Care must be taken 
to format the outgoing data correctly. A block of data punched on paper tape in absolute 
binary format has the following form: 
FRAME 1 00 1 
2 000 
3 XXX 





Byte Count (low 8 bits) 
Byte Count (high 8 bits) 
Load Address (low 8 bits) 




zzz Last frame contains a block check sum. 
A program on paper tape may consist of one or more blocks of data. Each block having a 
byte count (Frames 3 and 4) greater than six will cause subsequent data to be loaded into 
core starting a t  the address specified in Frames 5 and 6. The byte count is a positive integer 
containing the total number of bytes in the block, excluding the check sum. This tape is 
formatted so that each block contains 100(8) bytes. The check sum is accumulated for each 
block, negated, and punched a t  the end of every block. 
: Punch Start . Punch of Block 
Leader Data . 
8 Bi t  Word 
Add 1 to Byte Count 
Add Word to Checksum 
Count 
Output : Output Punch 
Negative 5 Spaces - Start - 
Checksum of 
Count 
i ;  
Block 




JMP N Check 23
APPENDIX B 
CARTRIDGE TAPE UNIT WITH READ-ONLY-MEMORY (ROM) LOAD PROGRAM 
Standard NC tape data are converted to a binary data table format, as explained in 
Appendix A. When the binary conversion is complete, the data can be stored onto the 
cartridge magnetic tape. The binary tape generated from the conversion process is read into 
core memory using the high-speed reader. After the tape has been read in correctly, the 
desired cartridge is placed in the magnetic tape unit, and Track 1, 2, 3, or 4 is selected. The 
switch register is then set to 035000, and the "load address" and "start" keys are depressed. 
I hc mognctic topc unit dump prsgrom was altered so that tlse miniconsputc~.'s cntil.c 01< of 
core nsernor-y is loaded ur~ lo  Ll~e selecled 8K track. The cartridge unit load program was also 
altered and reduced in length to 31 words. A 32-word (16-bit length) ROM was programmed 
with the 31-word load program. A remote "load address and start" feature was designed for 
the minicomputor with 3 hardwirod starting addros3 of 037000, which is the starting oddrcss 
of the loader program. Therefore, in order to load the operate program and the part 
description data for any part to be machined, the operator selects the correct cartridge and 
the proper track, loads the cartridge, and depresses the "load program" push button located 
on the chassis above the computer console. The red light of the push button will remain on 
until 01< of core has been loaded. This featwe makes i l  pussible Tor Llle rrlacl~irre uperalor Lu 
load the desired part description data without touching the computer console. 
APPENDIX C 
ENGINEERING DRAWINGS 
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Figure C-1. MONARCH MACHINE TOOL CONTROL 11. (MI05 Control Commands) 
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Figure C-6. MONARCH MACHINC TOOL CONTROL II: (Manualeornputer Signal) 
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Figure C-7. MONARCH MACHINE TOOL CONTROL II. (Computer-Encoder Pulse) 
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Figure C-10. MONARCH MACHINE TOOL CONTROL II. (Miscellaneous Logic) 
FigureC-11. MONARCH MACHINE TOOL CONTROL II. (X-Y Pulse Drivo and Encoder Board) 
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Figure C-13. MONARCH MACHINE TOOL CONTROL II. (Timing and Add Command Generator) 




Figure C-15. MONARCH MACHINE TOOL CONTROL It. (Command Pulse Generator PIC b y o u t )  I 

Figure C-17. MONARCH MACHINE TOOL CONTROL II: (Auto Accel/Decel PIC Layout) 
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Figure C-18. MONARCH MACHINE TOOL CONTROL II. (Module Utilization) 
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Figure C-19. MONARCH MACHINE TOOL CONTROL II. (Cable Diagram and Module Utilization) 
OPERATE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND FLOW CHARTS FOR LATHE MACHINE 
TOOL CONTROL 
This software package is for the operate control functions of the machine tool. The data 
contained in the block, as shown in Figure 1, are decoded, and specific action is initiated. 
The various function code flags are interrogated first; and, if present, the function code is 
fed to  the machinetool control circuitry. The sign flags for the X and Y axes are checked* 
and the proper sign conditions are set. The 24-bit distance values for X and Y are then 
loaded into Registers "A'" and "B", shown in Figure 9. The CLKSTR value is then loaded 
into Register "C". After al l  data registers have been loaded, the system clock is turned on. 
Following this action, the X and Y pulse trains are generated. The control software goes into 
a WAI I instruction and remains there until all rnovement pulses have been generated. An 
interrupt signal indicates the completion of the data block. Several M code functions, i f  
present, are executed at the end of the block. This sequence of events is repeated until an M 
code stop function is detected. 
Software provisions are made to find a specific sequence number and start the machining 
process from that point. The operator loads the desired sequence number in a three-digit 
thumbwheel switch and depresses the sequence number "start" push button. The sequence 
number is found by software, and the corresponding block address is loaded. 
An accelerator/decelerator software "done check" is  made prior to the completion of each 
block if the sign of the X or Y d~stance value changes trom the previo~ls hlock to the current 
block. As a result ot the pulse storage characteristics ot the accelerator/decelerator circuitry, 
it is possible to  lose pulses from the last block when a sign change occurs in the slide 
direction for the next block. In order to avoid this difficulty, a delay is executed until the 
accelerator/decelerator "done check" signal is generated, indicating that all pulses have been 
outputted for the last data block. 
Operation 
Several features of the control panel will be explained as follows: 
1. The "auto-manual" switch determines the mode of control for the system. All manual 
lealures (suctl as ir~crerner~tal reed, X-Y single pulse, and manuai feed) are oniy enabled 
in the manual mode. The "cycle-start" push button is enabled by the combination of the 
auto mode and when the spindle on-off lever, located on the lathe, is  turned on. 
2. To use the " S ~ I I ~ ~ C F !  n~rmher search" feature, thc "auto-manual" switch must be in the 
manual mode. Set the desired sequence number in the thumbwheel switch and turn the 
"enable-disable" switch to "enable". Depress the "sequence number start" push button. 
The proper sequence number will be found, and the correct block address loaded after 
which the computer will halt. Return the "auto-manual" switch to "auto". The operator 
should then depress the "continue" push button when ready for the machining opera- 
tion to begin. 
3. To load the control program and a specific part description from the cartridge tape, the 
"auto-manual" switch must be in  the manual mode position. With the cartridge tape 
loaded and the desired track selected, 
the tape can be read by depressing the Table D-1 
"load program" push button. After the - MEMORY ALLOCATION OF THE OPERATE 
tape has been loaded, the operator may PROGRAM FOR LATHE MACHINE 
start the machining process by using the TOOL CONTROL SOFTWARE 
"cycle start" push button or the Lo,in Function 
"sequence number search" routine. - 
000200-000774 Initialization, Function 
Code Detection, Sign 
Table D-1 l ists the memory allocations of Selection, and Data Loading 
the operate program for lathe control . 
software. 000776-001 466 Data Block Completion Routine 
001 470401 760 Sign Repair 
002000-UU2122 sequence Nu~~~birr 3ub1uuil11e 
002336402520 Address Fix 
Subsection Descriptions 
T i t l e  - Initialization, Funct ion Code Detection, Sign Selection, and Data Loading 
Locat ion - 000200-000774 
Purpose - The funct ion codes are detected, the correct X and Y axis signs are set, and the 
I 
distance values are loaded. 
~ e s c r i p t i o n  - The  various funct ion code flags are interrogated first; and, if present, the 
func t ion  code is fed t o  the machine too l  contro l  circuitry. Sign flags.for the  X and Y axes 
are checked and the proper sign conditions set. The 2 4 b i t  distance.values, X and Y, are then 







<s cod", Yes 4 Load S 
Present? Code 
Set Y Direction 
Load M 
Load Y Halr 
Distance Value 
- 
Distance Value I 
Wait 6 
Title - Data Block Completion Routine 
Location - 000776-001466 
Purpose - Logic conditions are interrogated 
after the "interrupt done" signal is received. 
Description - After the "interrupt done" signal 
is  received, a check is made to see if both axes 
finished a t  the same time. If the pulse train 
generated for each axis does not terminate 
simultaneously, an error flag is set, and the 
computer halts. An M code function check is 
rnade; and, if present, the code function is  
loaded. A single block option check is made; 
and, if enabled, a halt occurs after the 
completion of each block. If the single block 





Train Terminate Halt 
Load M 
Code 
T i t l e  - Sign Repair . 
Locat ion - 001 470001 760 
Purpose - A sign change f r o m  the previous block t o  the current block is detected. 
Description - If a sign change occurs o n  either axis f rom the previous block t o  the current 
block, a delay is' executed unt i l  all pulses have. been outputted f rom the 
acceleratorldecelerator. Af te r  the acceleratorldecelerator "done" flag is recognized, the sign 
flip f lops are set f o r  the new block. 
- X and Y for 
New Block 
No 
Store Old and 
New Sign Value Store Old and 





Set Sign of 
X and Y for 
New Block 
I 
Title - Sequence Number Subroutine 
Location - 002000-0021 22 
Purpose - The sequence number location is found in the part description data. 
Description - The sequence number loaded in the thumbwheel switches is strobbed into the 
computer. The corresponding sequence number is found in the part description data, and 








Title 1 Address Fix I 
I 
Location - 002336-002520 
Purpose - The address of the next data block is determined 
Description- Due to the fact that the data block is of variable length, an address calculation 
routine is necessary. The minimum block length is  four words, and the maximum is seven 
words. The function code flags are interrogated to determine the block length. 
I 
Add Six to 
Address Number 
Add Two to 
Address Number 
Add Two to 
Addrorr Number . S Code Present? , 
Store S No 
Address Number 
I L - 
. Add Two to 
Store Sequence Number 
Address Line 
-- a
-)1 Address Number I 
I I Stole M C M L  Address Line I 
.?yes Present? 'T 
I Address n ; w ~ l  Line 
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